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Abstract

Nowadays, users face the problem of too much information available. A user trying to research into a
new topic will face a collection of context-specific documents, and exploring this collection may require
knowledge on specific concepts that is only available with more experienced users. In this work, we
address this problem, in the neuroscience context, creating a visualization, in collaboration with Instituto
de Biofı́sica e Engenharia Biomédica (IBEB), that helps users analyzing a collection of documents,
indicating documents that may be similar. The developed visualization has potential to help users in
this context, by interacting with different views, it allows to combine a document search by similarity and
by different topics. We conducted an evaluation, to measure the usability of the developed application,
and its utility, to validate the data visualized. The results from the usability test were very good, with
no obvious interface problem. Validation of the processed data also show good results, with room for
improvement with some errors detected in text processing.
Keywords: Neuroscience, text visualization, information visualization, text processing, document
collection

1. Introduction
Nowadays, users face large collections of data as
they seek to understand a certain subject better.
This ranges from academic research to deciding
what product to buy, from a variety of options, and
require users to explore a collection of context-
specific text data that is often unfamiliar to them.
This is one of the consequences of the appearance
of the Internet, as it allows considerable amounts
of information available to anyone anywhere.

While structured or numerical data is manage-
able through statistical analysis, text data usually
contains noise and its computational analysis is
much slower. In order to navigate this rich data,
users often use search tools to find relevant in-
formation. However, the processing of searching
a document database is not adequate in data ex-
ploration cases, as the researcher may not have
the necessary base knowledge to recognize what
to search for, and what keywords should be used.
This exploratory search goes beyond the simple
retrieval of documents, as investigating a ranked
list of search results is insufficient to understand
the overall collection and possible relations across
multiple documents.

Several visualizations have been designed for
this propose, combining both information visual-
ization and text analysis tools. When used indi-
vidually, either of these approaches yields insuffi-

cient results to adequately understand the docu-
ment collection, as text mining is not considered
satisfactory to comprehend the collection, while vi-
sualizations such as PaperLens start to have prob-
lems as the size of collection grows.

In the neuroscience context, a system that en-
ables discovery could allow researchers from IBEB
to freely explore a collection of documents, focus-
ing on their topics and relations, by visualizing a
collection as a whole, instead of manually brows-
ing each one.

2. Related work
Information visualization can be seen as an addi-
tional tool to help with the process of interpreting
documents. This technique can present a new rep-
resentation of the collection, while highlighting pos-
sible new patterns that were not expected. It may
be a reasonable approach to the described prob-
lem, by showing the user documents of potential
interest, which would simplify the process of navi-
gating the collection of documents.

Recent work has proposed different approaches
on text visualization, allowing users to go over a
text document and understand what it is about.
They are mostly designed to visualize different as-
pects of a document, specifically the document’s
metadata, the source text directly, computed fea-
tures like entities or patterns, or even the general
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concepts of the document.
The work reviewed is mainly divided into visual-

izations that focus on analyzing single documents
and visualizations for large document collections,
or corpura. Both these categories are reviewed in
the following subsections, as they provide proper
contributions to text visualization.

2.1. Single Document Visualization

In order to solve these issues, different visualiza-
tions have been developed to represent the con-
tent in a simpler way, facilitating the user’s pro-
cess of understanding the subject of the document.
Usually, these representations are based on meth-
ods that take into account the document’s meta-
data, source text, or some computed features from
text data available. Methods used to achieve this
representation are usually based on metadata, the
source text, or some computed features from the
text data available. One example of this type of sin-
gle document visualization is tag clouds, or word
clouds, which utilizes the source of the document
to depict the general content of the document.

Word clouds differ from tag clouds in appear-
ance, as they are able to change the orientation
and position of words in order to form a shape or
figure, usually a cloud. Both these visualizations
bring the user a visual representation of the text
given, by displaying relevant words. These relevant
words, used to depict the content of the text, are
obtained through different methods, such as meta-
data in the case of tag clouds, or word frequency,
in the case of word clouds.

Then, there is Docuburst [5], it allows to visual-
ize the document content, structured according to
a IS-A relation from the WordNet [7]. It uses a ra-
dial space-filling layout, where the hierarchy rep-
resents the hyponymy relation, while the angular
width is proportional to the number of leaves in the
subtree, as seen in figure 1.

Figure 1: Docuburst [5] visualization.

Lastly, there is the Word Tree[10], introduced as
a visualization focused on exploring repetitive text.
It takes form in a tree structure (figure 2), with the
words that follow a particular search term, arrang-
ing the words spatially.

Figure 2: World tree[10] visualization.

2.2. Document corpora Visualization
When the scope expands from a single document
to the complete collection, visualizations tend to be
extended to a more exploratory search, while not
disregarding search methods.

The simpler features that can be used are de-
rived from the metadata. The PaperLens[8] system
was devised to visualize trends and connections in
conference papers, extracting the authors, topics
and citations of these papers.

An additional example is the Bohemian
Bookshelf[9], which also resorts to a visual
representation based on the usage of metadata.
This system is laid out as a digital book collec-
tion, designed to tackle accidental discoveries –
serendipity. This is accomplished by allowing a
“shelf browsing” like experience, which have been
shown to inspire serendipitous discoveries. The
“shelf like” browsing is attained with the different
visualizations acting as a whole, offering multiple
access points due to different perspectives from
the views, drawing attention with the visually
distinct visualizations and providing distinct, yet
playful, approaches to information exploration.

The source text of the documents in the collec-
tion can be used to visualize the dataset, how-
ever, due to the large nature of the collection, this
rapidly becomes unfeasible. Computed features
such as word similarity or topic similarity are used
to compare a likeness metric that is used to com-
pare documents and project the differences onto
a visualization, which by itself may lead to trust
problems[4]. While the first similarity metric uti-
lizes directly the source text, the second takes into
account related terms used, which is convenient
when the documents do not use the same exact
words.
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An example of this is the Dissertation
Browser[4], a visual analysis tool developed
to investigate collaboration between different
academic departments. The adopted approach
resided in detecting shared language or terms
across publications of various areas, seeing that
the authors mention the different vocabulary
across distinct areas.

Jigsaw [6] is a separate system that provides dif-
ferent visual representations of computed features,
that also takes into consideration the interpreta-
tion and trust concerns introduced. It produces a
summary of the collection, or a single document,
a measure of similarity between documents, clus-
tering, it identifies entities and connections among
them, and possible related entities for further in-
vestigation. Additionally, it allows for a document
sentiment analysis, which provides insight on sen-
timent, subjectivity, polarity and other attributes.
Some of these features can be seen in figures 3
through 6.

Figure 3: Jigsaw ’s [6] List View. Shows the conference, year,
author, concept and keywords associated. In the bottom fig-
ure, the concept graph is selected, showing connected years,
concepts and authors.

3. Proposed solution
Brainiac is an application focused on visualizing
a collection of documents. It is a tool developed
in collaboration with IBEB, to help users explore
the content of a group of documents, allowing the
user to potentially identify documents of interest,
arranging documents based on their similarity and
topics.

The development of this visualization followed an
iterative and incremental development, focusing on
user feedback to improve its usability and main fea-
tures. As such, there were two main testing phases
in this process. An informal testing phase, where

Figure 4: Jigsaw ’s[6] Document Viewer, shows a summary of
the loaded documents(left panel) at the top, and summarizes
the selected document on the right in the Summary panel.

Figure 5: Jigsaw ’s[6] Document Grid Viewer, displays the doc-
uments in a grid, ordered by similarity according the selected
document.

the focus was gathering feedback from the users,
and a formal one, aiming to measure the usability
of the final version of the application.

3.1. Backend document processing
The pipeline of document processing involves the
conversion of the collected Portable Document
Format (PDF) files to plain text, as these files are
stored in binary. This conversion creates some ar-
tifacts in the resulting text, due to different encoding
in different files. This is solved with a set of rules
that filter out unwanted characters.

These plain text files are then converted into
a bag-of-words representation. The tokenization
process splits the text into its words, and uses a
lemmatizer to reduce words to their base form, with
the help of the Wordnet.

The bag-of-words representation is fit into a tf-
idf model. Then, the resulting matrix is used to
measure similarity between documents across the
collection, by calculating the cosine similarity be-
tween document’s vectors. This yields a similar-
ity matrix, used to identify similarity relations in the
database. The resulting tf-idf matrix is fit into a k -
means model, in order to complement the similarity
relations.
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Figure 6: Jigsaw ’s[6] Document Cluster View, displays the dif-
ferent clusters of similar documents.

3.2. Brainiac: a Graph-based Literature Visualization
The main visualization, in figure 7, is divided into
three different views: the Network, the Cluster Lay-
out and the Timeline. Then, the sidebar provides
with a set interactions that complement the use of
these views, together with the topic magnets fea-
ture that allows user to search topics in the text.

Figure 7: Brainiac’s main view

First, the Network visualization focuses on
showing the user the documents in the collection,
as nodes, and their similarity between each other
as links between nodes, which can be seen in fig-
ure 8, with these being computed as described in
the previous subsection. The Cluster Layout dis-
plays the documents color coded by the cluster
they belong to. Finally, the Timeline places each
document according to their publication year.

Figure 8: Brainiac’s Network view.

By hovering a specific document, all the nodes
representing the document in the remaining visual-

Figure 9: Example of hovering in the Network view. Hover-
ing works similarly in the remaining views, except it does not
change the node’s color in the Cluster Layout, in order to pre-
serve the cluster original color.

izations become highlighted, as seen in figure 9. It
is also possible to focus a document, which works
similarly to the hover interaction, but leaves the
mouse available for further exploration.

Both the Network and the Cluster Layout sup-
port the ability to zoom, showing a greater amount
of detail in the visualization. By zooming out in the
Cluster Layout, users can collapse nodes into their
corresponding clusters. The Timeline allows the
user to filter documents based on their year of pub-
lication, which will gray out nodes that were pub-
lished outside to the selected period.

In the sidebar, a document list displays all the
documents present in the collection. This list al-
lows getting details on each document, and to
search for a specific title, using the list filter. The
sidebar also contains the Topic Magnets feature.
It allows users to create a magnet with a specific
word, that when placed in the Cluster Layout, at-
tracts the most relevant documents, as seen in fig-
ure 10.

Figure 10: Example of a topic magnet attracting documents
based on their relation with the topic.

4. Evaluation
Subjects were recruited through standard proce-
dures including direct contact and through word of
mouth. Subjects included anyone interested in par-
ticipating if they were at least 18 years old. Each
participant was asked to sign a consent form.

During this testing phase, 16 tests were per-
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formed. In the first test, technical problems pre-
vented the first user from performing the last task.
All the tests were conducted between 08h30 and
20h00. None of the subjects that completed the
test had professional experience in neuroscience.
However, since the test focused on the interface
aspect of the visualization, this did not impact the
tests.

The tests were performed in a laboratory inside
campus Alameda, in Instituto Superior Técnico
(IST). Each participant was explained the purpose
of the study, and what they would be doing. Sub-
jects were asked to fill a consent form, to allow the
recording of their actions in the visualization during
the test.

After filling the form, users were explained the
meaning behind each of the visualizations pre-
sented in the application, namely the Network, the
Cluster Layout and the Timeline, as well as the in-
teractions between each one. After this brief sum-
mary, participants were given 5 minutes to explore
the application’s interface, experimenting the de-
scribed functionalities. At the beginning on this
phase, a simple script was run to start recording
the user’s actions on screen, for later reference.

Following this exploratory phase, subjects were
asked to perform a series of predefined tasks,
which the assistant would measure, in terms of
time taken to perform the task, and the number of
errors showed during the execution. Participants
were given a single task at a time, given the next
one when the current was completed. The list of
predefined tasks are as follows:

1. Identify the year with the most publications;

2. Identify one of the documents that has the
most relations in terms of similarity;

3. Identify one of the biggest clusters of docu-
ments;

(a) Give example of two documents belong-
ing to that cluster;

4. Filter documents between 2000 and 2010 and
identify two documents belonging to that time
span;

5. Identify the year of publication of the document
named “Distinct Brain Networks underlie cog-
nitive dysfunction in Parkinson and Alzheimer
diseases”;

6. Center the network visualization on the doc-
ument named “Regional volumetric change in
Parkinson’s disease with cognitive decline”;

7. Give two examples of documents belonging to
the same cluster as document named “Struc-
tural Brain Changes in Parkinson Disease
With Dementia”;

8. Give two examples of documents that are re-
lated to “Temporal lobe atrophy on MRI in
Parkinson disease with dementia”;

9. Zoom out the cluster view;

(a) Identify the most recent cluster

(b) Identify a cluster disperse along the time-
line;

10. Create a new Topic Magnet with “Alzheimer”;

(a) Identify two documents related to the
topic;

(b) Identify the closest cluster to the topic;

(c) Create a new topic magnet with “Parkin-
son” and place it on the opposite end of
the previously created magnet;

(d) Identify the closest document to the new
topic;

11. Upload the given document and update the vi-
sualization with the new added document;

(a) Center the network on the new docu-
ment, and identify two documents re-
lated;

(b) Identify the cluster the document belong
to;

With the completion of this set of tasks, users
were then asked to fill the System Usability Scale
(SUS) questionnaire. The SUS was utilized to
measure the application’s usability, and consists of
a ten item questionnaire, using a Likert scale to
give an overview on how the user felt about the
system[3]. Then, testers were given a compen-
sation based in candies and thanked for the time
taken.

5. Results & discussion
The fourth task required users to apply a filter in
the timeline and identify documents. The box plot
for this task shows a more compressed distribution
of the time taken, with only two users with an error
reported in the completion of this task.

Tasks 5 through 8 required users to search for
a specific document and make the same observa-
tions as the first group of tasks. As such, the first
task of this group, task 5 had a very disperse dis-
tribution, with almost all users getting at least one
error in this task. Contrary to the first task, the rest
displayed a more compact distribution, with less
users displaying errors.
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Tasks 9, 9a and 9b required the user to com-
bine the Cluster Layout and the Timeline. The
first simply required the user to zoom out on the
Cluster Layout, and as such, it does not present a
sparse distribution, although there were still a few
errors. Then, 9a presents a more disperse distri-
bution, with 9b being denser in the box plot.

The next group of tasks, 10a through 10d, includ-
ing task 10, required users to work with the Topic
Magnets, in the sidebar. These tasks presented a
denser execution time distribution, although there
were outliers that did not understand the task at
the beginning. Only a few users showed errors in
the execution of these tasks, and overall, the distri-
bution of the task time is compact.

Lastly, tasks 11 to 11b also displayed less vari-
ation in the spreads, with errors detected only on
the first two tasks.

From the SUS questionnaires, the usability was
measured with a mean score of 82.5 (see fig-
ure 11), across all users, with a standard devia-
tion of 9.287, indicating that results do not vary too
much from the mean. Research indicates Web-
based SUS scores to be, on average, 68[2]. Since
the score in this testing phase reached an above
average score of 82.5, with a low standard devia-
tion, it can be concluded that users were satisfied
with the usability of the application, apart from the
identified errors.

Figure 11: A comparison of the adjective ratings, acceptability
scores, and school grading scales, in relation to the average
SUS score[1]. The questionnaires place this visualization at
82.5, marked A in the figure.

In general, the results were very good. The ex-
ecution times presented were low, with only simple
errors being made when users did not understand
a specific interaction right away. The results did not
point to any obvious usability problem, although the
analysis pointed to UI elements that required sub-
tle changes to improve the user interface.

The first group of tasks, tasks 1 and 3a were
completed without problems, however, task 2 and 3
have a wider spread, that could be attributed to the
wording in the requested task.

In the second task, users were asked to iden-
tify one of the documents that displayed “the most
relations. Some users tried to determine the one
with the most, and were unsure what to pick, which
caused the larger spread on that task. This oc-
curred in the second task similarly, which lead to

some users completing in just a few seconds, while
other users tried to compare each cluster’s number
of elements.

As mentioned, the fourth task required users to
filter the Timeline. While this task did not present a
significant problem, it caused the large spread on
task 5. This happened due to this task requiring the
user to filter the timeline. Since the filter is applied
not only the visualization, but to the document list
on the sidebar, many users did not remember to,
at first, remove the filter from the timeline before
searching for the required document. Other users
also searched the required document by trying to
scroll through the list, without using the document
filter. This could be attributed to some users not
noticing that they could search the document list
by typing the name of the document, as the input
box may not be obvious on a first look.

The rest of the tasks that required the user to
identify a property about a specific document did
not have such a large spread, as users had already
removed the filter. However, some users noticed
there was a bug on the document filter, that did
not match any documents if the query started with
a Lowercase letter. This flaw was not obvious at
first, and lead to some users to search the list by
manually scroll the list looking for the needed title.

Tasks 9a and 9b required the user to hover each
cluster in the Cluster Layout and follow each one’s
spread on the timeline. However, some partic-
ipants did not understand they could exploit the
hover interaction to quickly identify the solution.
Some tried to manually scan the timeline and iden-
tify which cluster that document belonged to, and
tried to estimate the answers, which lead to high
execution times in those cases.

The group of tasks that involved creating new
topic magnets did not present any significant prob-
lem. The times measured in tasks 10 and 10c
include the time needed for the preprocessing
required in the backend, which normally added
around 20 seconds to completion time. Due to
technical problems that two users faced with the
preprocessing, they repeated the task, although
there was no significant improvement that could
skew the results.

The last group of tasks involved the upload of
a new document to the visualization. One of the
users also experienced technical problems in this
task, and due to time constraints, did not perform
any of the tasks in this group. The first task, 11 also
included the time required to upload and process
the new document, which leads to displayed higher
execution times. Most users identified a problem
with the interface with the file uploader, as after fill-
ing the required details to upload the document,
they did not understand where to proceed with the
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upload. As such, the positioning of the button was
changed to improve clarity in the process of adding
new documents to the collection.

The rest of the tasks in this group, tasks 11a
and 11b did not present any significant findings, as
users simply had to repeat tasks on the new docu-
ment.

In conclusion, following participants completing
the list of tasks given lead to finding some sub-
tle problems with the UI, such as some elements
not being as highlighted, like the document filter on
the sidebar. There were some other problems that
were promptly identified by users. One example
was already mentioned, the positioning of the up-
load button in the file uploader interface, but two
users mentioned that there could be some trou-
ble identifying cluster colors on the timeline, when
comparing a darker green with the default node
color.

6. Conclusions
Nowadays users face the problem of too much in-
formation available. A user trying to research into
a new topic will face a collection of context-specific
documents, and exploring this collection may re-
quire knowledge on specific concepts that is only
available with more experienced users. With that,
different visualizations were reviewed. These tried
to help users understanding the content of a single
document or making sense of the whole collection
of documents, usually helping the user what kind
of topics are available in the visualization. Com-
bining the comparison between the reviewed vi-
sualizations with the gathered requirements from
professor Hugo Ferreira, from IBEB, a list of tasks
were derived that helped guide the development of
the application. The development followed an it-
erative model, that relied on the feedback collected
from the users to improve the visualization’s usabil-
ity. An informal testing phase took place, in order to
gather feedback and detect possible usability prob-
lems before the final usability tests. Finally, a for-
mal testing phase took place, which consisted on
two phases: usability tests and case studies. The
former focused on measuring the usability of the
application, while the former aimed to validate the
utility of the developed solution.

Future work involves improving the backend text
processing, by using bigrams and trigrams. By us-
ing these contiguous sequences, text analysis will
be able to take context into account, when measur-
ing similarity between documents. This could be
sued to solve the wrongly linked nodes in the Net-
work, and improve the existing connections. There
could also be some further work to improve the
method of adding new documents to the visualiza-
tion. This be the integrating the visualization with a
search engine such as Pubmed or Google Scholar,

with a procedure to automatically fetch the full doc-
ument. On the other hand, another method would
be to allow the drag and drop of files into the visu-
alization, with automatic fetching of metadata, from
the file or from an online database, removing this
concern from the user.
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